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After 9/20
Mainly Fly with PETER STOREY

I've been here 33 years now and migrated to escape 
overcrowding.  I arrived in a country that was so like 
England yet so different.  Kiwis thought and acted much 

the same yet here a house cost 70% less, most day-to-day 
goods were made rather than imported and those who made 
them owned boats as well as cars, you could buy prime steak 
for the price of mince and petrol for cents rather than pounds.  
What really made New Zealand different, however, was that 
here people could relax with minimal restriction and created 
recreation on arrival rather than bought it in package deals 
beforehand.  In trout fishing terms, this meant I could suddenly 
access world class sport for peanuts and because of the 20:1 
population ratio, likely have more water than needed to myself.  
All I had to do was make it happen.  

Today, only the first and last differences remain and to a 
large extent that's because the NZ I arrived in was still largely 
a protected society.  In between we've been dragged into the 
global economy and paid a heavy price for misjudging its 
speculative nature.  Since the Christchurch earthquakes our 
aim appears to be: avoid 'Third World' status at any cost.

Neither major party is likely to change the way we're 
heading environmentally until we make them.  Labour 
permitted if not created the current intensive dairy boom, 
well before the crash and earthquakes, while National 
subsequently intends to double it over the next decade.  
Presumably both believe Kiwis place financial gain before 
environmental loss whatever the state our economy may be.

Well yes, I for one do believe we need to keep our 
economy growing with wealth based on our natural resources.  
I am equally certain we must, however, create a legal 
framework that encourages the minimum pollution in doing so.  
The RMA was intended to do this, but I believe it's become 
ineffective precisely because its cost of compliance was 
always considered inequitable by the average Kiwi—we never 
accepted the Act individually so we've never helped enforce 
it nationally—hence more polluted rivers with less water in 
them, every year since 1991.  Unless our voting calls a halt 
there will unquestionably be even more, after 9/20.

Enough politics.  Between now and 1 October there's 
plenty of opportunity around here, particularly for fly and 

spin fishers, lake and river.  That said harling usually fires in 
August with younger trout keying onto various food sources 
as mature fish spawn.  Rotorua has a great reputation for this, 
so too does Aniwhenua and doubtless, Matahina.  There was 
a considerable algal bloom in the lower Rangitaiki last Spring, 
however—to be frank it looked even more like the lower 
Waihou than it did 10 years ago.  Numerous dairy conversions 
in the upper and middle reaches of course.

Looking to up my chances for the next three months' 
shoreline flyfishing here at Tarawera, however, needless to 
say I've been taking note of Todd's success this Autumn.  At 
first I thought it was just luck but after sitting there watching 
him hook up repeatedly on the fifth outing while I blanked, 
next time I put my normal smelt flies onto my own Streamer 
Express line and fished them at exactly the same depth—and 
the fish still chose his fly in the evening sunlight with both rigs 
no more than two metres apart.  So while mucking around 
one afternoon I finally took the underlying logic on board—that 
it was the 'match-the-sky' colouring more than anything else 
which was attracting them.

Here's the result above and while it's not as battered as 
Todd's yet this particular one was already showing similar 
battle-scarring having accounted for three fish and lost contact 
with three more, before catching this prime 51cm/1.9kg 
autumn release fish the evening after photographing it and 
writing this—so the surreal 'eyes' left sticking out somewhat 
extra-terrestrially with so many fibres torn away around the 
head are no problem apparently.  To my mind the whole 
mix also looks somewhat crayfish now, I suppose, and this 
fish certainly had been eating those recently.  Who knows.  
Incidentally, I was convinced this fish was a maturing hen until 
cleaning revealed it was an immature jack.

This nearly 2yr old TSBP-
produced Autumn release 
(adipose fin clip) rainbow caught 
late June 2014 has a condition 
factor of 1.41 on the Fulton scale.  
Fish in the 1.3+ range have been 
more common here at Tarawera 
this season.

http://bamboorods.ca/Trout%20condition%20factor.pdf
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Anyway this one is basically put together the same way as 
my standard pheasant tail fibre, black hollow plastic bead-eyed 
Dragonfly Nymph but tied with the same fiery red synthetic 
dubbing we use on Todd's Red Setters as an abdomen, rather 
than the usual olive green rabbit or hare fur.  Being more 
attractor than imitation, this tying's scaled down from #8 into 
the 10-12 long shank range.  I find smaller-than-life sizes work 
better than lifelike once you start to play around with other 
basic predatory instincts inside the same pattern.  So far it's 
not attracted any attention from Dabchicks either, which the 
normal tie most certainly does—and for my money that's as 
good a confirmation as dragonfly nymph pattern needs.

Around the shoreline I'm fishing it off a 15' fluorocarbon 
leader built up from a standard 9' 3x leader and 6lb tippet.  I 
aim to put the nymph comfortably beyond the drop off and let 
it sink until I can feel it on the oxygen weed.  Then it's a slow 
retrieve with the odd rod twitch to simulate the escape tactics 
of the real thing.  The 14.3 metre head on this Sonik SK4 line 
pretty well matches the distance to the drop-off, so all I have 
to do is roll-pick up and put it straight back out with a single 
back cast—maybe 25 metres off this progressive action Hardy 
Sovereign 9' 7/8.  A very pleasant way to start, fill in and finish 
a calmer winter's day; or to fill gaps in an evening, dragonfly 
nymphs being most active after dark.  
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Fun to tie, pretty realistic-looking and very effective in the 
water, readily adaptable between imitation and attraction, this 
nymph's rapidly becoming my shoreline 'Fly for All Seasons'.  
So here's the rough sequence on a #10 long shank, with the 
exposed thread felt-tipped as usual but an extra hot thorax 
added to correspond with the imitative tying . . .

. . . The triple 
abdomen/
thorax/head 
segmentation is 
deliberate but the 
head is simply 
repeated until 
I'm happy.  Now 
I might clip the 
tail and give the 
front a brush . . 
. or maybe just 
leave all that to a 
trout.  One thing's 
for sure though—it 
won't look the 
same as this in a 
year's time!
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Dave Fraser at Te Wairoa stream mouth with his contribution 
to this season's TSBP

discovered an artificial fly was as effective as the worm and 
fly fishing subsequently added the complexity I needed to 
stay with the sport.  So what?  There are fewer young anglers 
these days and that's all this proposal was actually about.

The bait fishing proposal is the one I believe has the most 
potential to cause problems in the Rotorua Lakes and council 
took the advice offered by a few submitters very seriously here.  
I myself have seen just how quickly perch took over Ototoa on 
the South Kaipara Head and likely would do the same here in 
Rotorua.  Coarse fish possibly represent a greater threat to the 
Central North Island economy than Didymo.

In closing, I cannot let an 'Original' Tout Fisher contributor 
pass away without comment.  I first met Hugh McDowell 

in 1991, while selling the first issue of what's become this 
magazine to Stirling Sports, here in Rotorua.  He took some, 
became a regular contributor and helped launch this venture 
in many other ways.  He was without question one of the 
most gifted fly fishers I have met and one of the more creative 
fly tiers.  His New Zealand Fly Tying – The ten-thumbed 
beginner's guide (1984) is and always will be a must for 
anyone wanting to learn this part of our sport.  I will miss 
his combination of vast trout fishing knowledge and Celtic 
wit greatly, so without apology here again is the last sample 
to grace this publication.  It's an idea I've since adapted 
successfully to the Ngongotaha and here at Tarawera, as a 
koura imitation fished into the thermocline during summer.  
Thank you, Hughie, and sorry about the 44 . . .

The recent Eastern Region Anglers Notice Review was an 
interesting experience.  Here at Tarawera I was personally 

very pleased to see the upper slot limit on wild trout retained 
and lowered to 62cm.  With Todd and I clearing Te Wairoa 
Trap just about every weekend over the past 5 seasons, it 
was good to see clear recognition of the value of wild trout 
to the TSBP among submitters.  Something that has always 
bothered me is that we keep selecting fish that are getting 
smaller.  Hatchery staff keep making the point that the fish 
bred are growing much larger elsewhere, Rotoiti particularly.  
Yet the question still remains: why are Tarawera trout smaller 
than they were.  I know the water is basically getting 'cleaner' 
all the time, as the effects of the 1886 eruption dissipate and 
our sewerage system improves.  Yet I cannot help thinking 
there is something else affecting the food chain.

When you get to Geir's excellent piece about 
Otamangakau maybe you too will draw obvious comparisons 
between the size and downward trend of 'Big O' trout and 
Tarawera, from Mark Venman's graphs.  The pattern of decline 
in the size of trout running Te Whaiau and Papakai looks so 
similar to Te Wairoa—and brown runs up the Ngongotaha 
for that matter—that it's got me wondering if something 
else is affecting the CNI trout food chain.  Global warming?  
Geothermal activity?  Weed control?  Or is it simply that 
anglers are finding, targeting and killing more large trout?

That said, although length is down on last year there has 
been a marked improvement in the condition of Tarawera fish 
this year.  So with most larger fish running the trap this year 
hitting 62-65cm and 3-3.5kg, it was particularly pleasing to 
see Dave Fraser from Taupo land this great jack nymphing 
a Glo Bug at the mouth, while Todd and I were clearing the 
trap 21 June.  I made this main release hatchery fish 69cm 
and 4.3kg when he brought it up to us.  It's since been bred 
from and held over for further breeding.  This is the largest 
rainbow I've personally handled since 1995, by the way and 
it clearly demonstrates what the Tarawera Selective Breeding 
Programme is all about—producing 4 year-maturing rainbow 
trout.  Thanks to Dave a prime one made the gene pool.

I declared a conflict of interest on the Ruakituri proposal, 
having advertisers present at both meetings.  I do not know 
the river well but for the record, would have voted against 
both times because the number of submissions were so 
heavily stacked that way.  To my mind this Anglers' Notice 
Review procedure is very simple—anyone wanting to spin the 
Ruakituri should have voted, because that's precisely how our 
system works.  Democratically.

That said, I personally have no issue with spinning at all—
indeed all the water I fish most often is open to that method 
and on some I meet anglers with spinning tackle more times 
than not.  To my mind it's what happens to any fish after being 
caught which may or may not matter, water by water, rather 
than how the hook got in its mouth.  If submitting, however, 
I too would have asked for the status quo to remain.  Why?  
Because it seems to me, in terms of 'maximising angling 
opportunity', there's better logic in offering the widest choice 
of method-specific venues within each region, rather than 
letting anglers decide how to proceed once facing each other 
on the bank with different tackle, maybe both having made 
considerable effort to reach the same piece of water.  

I began trout fishing with a 6' fibreglass spinning rod that 
could toss a small red worm about twenty feet upstream.  I 
next tried spinning but found it far less effective.  Then I 
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Cicadear
By Hugh McDowell

Usually I try to get at least one set of framed 
collectors’ flies done each day in order to keep up 
with demand but I wasn’t even half way through my 

day’s target when DD showed up like the traditional bad 
penny—or, in DD’s case, better make that bad smell.

“DD!” I said, swearing quietly under my breath.  “How’s 
it goin’ my man?”

“Huh?”
“I said: ‘How’s it goin’?'”
“What’s that?”
“I said: 'HOW-IS-IT-GOING-MY-MAN'!  You bloody deaf 

or something?”
“Eh?”
I quit working and looked up at him.  He was staring 

down at me, head cocked quizzically to one side, awaiting 
a reply.  Then I saw them, two green things, one sticking 
out of each ear, like a pair of giant cabbage-caterpillars.

I thought 'What the Hell….. ?' and was about to ask 
him what they were until I realised he couldn’t hear me, so 
I stood up and before he could react, quickly grabbed one 
and pulled it out.

“Ah!” he said, removing the other and setting it on my 
tying bench.  “Dammit, I’d forgotten all about these!”

Now it was MY turn to look quizzical.
“Ear plugs!” he explained.  “I’ve just been to a skeet 

shoot—they give these to you to wear so you don’t go 
deaf, you know.”

Fortunately I didn’t have many coldies left in the ‘fridge 
so his visit was a relatively short one and I managed 

to get my quota tied before dark.  While clearing up the 
accumulated mess on the bench afterwards, however, 
I encountered one of the earplugs and paused for a 
moment to examine it more closely.  It was made from 
some sort of soft, green close-cell foam, about 1” long 
and maybe 3/8” wide.

“Just about the size of a cicada!” I thought, grabbing 
my Exacta cutter as an idea formed in my mind.

I slipped a #8 Mustad R50 in the vice and bound the 
shank with thread, then slicing the plug in half lengthwise 
I secured it, flat side down, to the top of a hook-shank by 
a few tight wraps of tying thread, so forming a head at the 
same time.

Then I put a dab of superglue underneath the body 
and while it was setting dug out some rubber legs.

Threading a needle with one I drew it through the 
body at a 45° angle and then inserted another at right-
angles across it, much in the style of a Madame X, 
securing both with a drop of Superglue at the entry and 
exit points.

I added a few experimental squiggles with a black felt-
tip and the “Cicadear” was complete.

Shortly afterwards a guide friend called seeking 
information on a proposed trip to a back-country river 
with which he knew I was familiar, and remembering my 
success with cicadas on my last trip there the previous 
year, I gave him a few of my new designs to try out.  
Apparently they were red-hot and he’s just called asking 
me to tie him a couple of dozen more for next weekend.

Now all I have to do is locate the local gun club and 
hope they can supply me with half a dozen pairs of those 
green, foam hearing-protectors at a reasonable price . . .

"So perhaps the best solution is 
cremation and you can scatter the 
ashes around some trout stream 

(or streams), perhaps taking a few 
pictures to send to anyone who'd like 
to visit the spot(s) but can't actually 

get there.

However, regardless of where 
you choose to scatter the ashes 

you can believe my spirit, if there is 
such a thing, will always be around 
all wonderful wild places where the 

trout live.

Remember that any time you're in 
the vicinity of such locations, where 

ever they may be."

Hughie
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ON 
WADERS
By TONY WALSH

Because of the birth of our baby daughter Joanne I first 
met Bob Smith, a guy who dropped in off the road to try 
and sell us insurance for our newborn child.  Bob was 

a beautifully-mannered and well-spoken guy, well-dressed 
and well-read.  From this initial casual encounter a fishing 
companionship developed that lasted intermittently over many 
years.

It all really began on the Opening Day of the fishing 
season of 1971.  We had decided to fish the upper reaches 
of the Waimana and the stretch of water around the Tuhoe 
hamlet of Whakarae, a spot that was rarely fished but was 
usually productive.  We left our vehicle at the major forks 
where the Wai–iti and the Tauranga combine to form the 
Waimana. There’s always been a long, deep, fast-flowing hole 
there and scope to fish upstream into the Wai–iti or Tauranga, 
or to cast downstream in the Waimana. 

Raring to go I assembled my rod and waited impatiently 
whilst Bob donned his waders.  The morning was one of those 
crisp, still days.  The early sun had burnt off the morning frost 
and those fish just had to be hungry, waiting to be caught.  I 
hopped from one foot to the other as Bob fumbled the tying-
on of his fly then plunged into the crossing to lead the way up 
into those inviting pools of the lower Wai–iti.  My skin crawled 
as the early season water froze my bare legs and the goose 
pimples formed.  I hastened my pace.

Close to the far bank I looked back for my mate and 
somehow he just wasn’t in sight but downstream in the midst 
of the roaring rapids a pair of wader-clad legs protruded 
vertically from the torrent as Bob was carried  rapidly down 
the river.  Dropping my rod, heart in my mouth I raced back 
across the ford and caught up with my friend as he surfaced 
in the shallows.  I helped a shivering Bob to the riverbank, his 
trembling not just from the cold, and needless to say there 
were few fish removed from the river that day.

Photos of lower Waimana River taken by author. 
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Upper Waiau (coutesy Mark Sherburn, FGNZ Eastern)
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Bob’s work as an insurance rep took him to the outlying 
districts and he was quite frequently in Murupara.  His tales of 
the angling in the streams around Galatea whetted my fishing 
appetite and thus began my introduction into those glorious 
waters of the Whirinaki, the Horomanga, the Waihua and 
Mangamako.  Of these my favourite has to be the Whirinaki.  
Upstream from the Troutbek road bridge its sparkling clean 
waters emerge from the bush as it races across the dairying 
country to join the Rangitaiki.  Making one’s way against 
the current on its boulder-strewn bed can be a bit of a 
challenge if there has been a rainfall and the boulders can be 
treacherously slippery at the end of summer.  Nevertheless 
it can be rewarding.  The fish are mostly rainbow and strong, 
cunning fighters.  At the time of which I speak the Aniwhenua 
Dam was yet to be erected.

I’d always been a spinning fisherman but Bob had 
persuaded me to buy a fibre glass fly rod and a sinking line.  
I guess most anglers can recall the first fish they took on a 
fly.  This day it was me.  Following Bob’s example I cast a Mrs 
Simpson across river and slightly downstream into a deep 
dark patch of fast flowing water. 

Something took, I struck and it was hooked.  And so was I.
The sensation of a large cavorting trout stripping line from 

my reel on its frenzied run downstream was both thrilling and 
heart stopping.  The curve of my rod and the scream of the 
reel in my trembling hands was really what my angling friends 
had talked of.  The fish may have been hooked but so was I.  
Since then I have only on rare occasions picked up a spinning 
rod.

There’s a dairy farm further down Troutbeck Road that 
borders on the Whirinaki way upstream.  Several times Bob’s 
acquaintance with the farmer gained us access via a well-worn 
farm race to a lovely clearing beside the river that just has to 
be one of the world’s most perfect camping places.  Across the 
river from the farmland, the far bank and upstream is native 
bush holding its complement of native birds.  An odd blue duck 
drifted the slow moving current as it glided from one large 
limpid pool to the next.  The evening rise was stupendous and 
the fish were there in numbers.

Working one’s way up the river from the clearing there 
are some quite dicey crossings of faster water but the effort 
is well worthwhile.  Casting is a bit of a problem beneath the 
overhanging canopy and a roll or side cast is useful.  I’ve never 
left there without landing a fish but the country is superb and 
the fishing secondary to its enjoyment.

The Upper Waiau river runs through some of the most 
spectacular scenery of the North Island.  Remote and 

rarely visited it easily rivals some of those great Wild Waters of 
the Southern Alps.  Bob and I had heard of it through the deer 
cullers and decided on an exploratory trip.

Our travels there were by the seemingly endless dusty 
metal road from Murupara to Lake Waikaremoana.  This 
traverses the Urewera National Park and magnificent ancient 
rimu and kahikatea trees graced the roadside.  It was late 
summer and a sprinkling of deep red rata flowers poked 
through the bush canopy above the unending green. 

Short of Ruatahuna we pulled to a stop where the 
Whakatane river, now a miniature stream flowed under the 
highway.  Our backs complained as we slipped into the straps 
of our rucksacks and took up the weight.  Rods in hand 
we set off following a long-disused logging track, heading 
companionably up the wee stream through the ravaged forest.  
Makomako, Lacebark and fern had begun  the regrowth and 
repair, concealing the worst of the felled forest, but it was 
some relief to struggle up the red clay track to the saddle in 
the ridge and come onto White’s Clearing.

A deserted whare stood above the track and small herd of 
Angus crossbred cattle grazed around rotting rimu tree stumps.  
A lonely horse eyed us warily as we followed the marked 

Forest Service track through the Maori land to the  headwaters 
of a new catchment, that of the Wairoa, where at last we struck 
the shingly stream and found a grassy terrace where we took 
our first real break.

The forest in this southern catchment is quite different from 
that of the northern Urewera.  A predominance of beech forest 
replaces the tawa of the Bay of Plenty bush.  The river terraces 
and our track were gracefully shaded by smaller specimens 
of beech and through this our path meandered, comparatively 
easy going on a gentle grade.  It’s no Sunday afternoon stroll 
though, to the old Forest Service Hut at Parahaki.  To those 
unaccustomed to bushwhacking it’s a wearying six hours of 
slog.

We boiled a billy and had a decent spell at Bald Knob, a 
small clearing where I wondered to myself the possibility that 
it had been created by a fire after a lightning strike. Toast over 
the embers replenished our energy as once again we took up 
our packs. 

A short-ish distance downstream we came on a small 
tributary from which ran a chattering side stream.  Beside 
this a slab-sided hut had been constructed from slabs of 
timber.  This was Te Totara.  Persisting with our tramp our 
stream was gradually becoming a small river and at a narrow 
gorge-like crossing we spotted our first trout and earned the 
encouragement to continue.  It proved no real hike from there 
to where the hillsides peeled back from the river and the 
Wairoa river’s headwaters poured into our creek, forming what 
is called the Upper Waiau.  A swingbridge over the conjoined 
rivers led us to the welcome sight of a red hut under the 
sheltering canopy – the Parahaki and our home for the next 
few days. 

Happy sighs and relieved backs greeted the shedding 
of our packs.  A brew of tea renewed our enthusiasm for an 
evening scout of the angling possies and a view of an odd 
rising fish before darkness fell.

A lazy three days of wonderful angling followed.  Time was 
on our side, there was no rush to fish this spot or that one 
before it was time to go home.  An idyllic vacation.

One day took us down the main river to Central, another 
Forest Service Hut.  There was little evidence of humans 
on our trail.  Deer and pig sign often marked the sandy flats 
beside the stream.  We fished each pool in turn.  The trout 
could hardly have been called suspicious but put up a great 
fight when hooked.  We landed numerous fish and returned 
most to their home but of these I recall a big fish that took in 
a long and very deep hole.  It leapt and splashed, and set 
my reel a-spinning.  From the dark depths a forbidding head 
broached the surface, inspecting the disturbance.  A mighty 
eel as thick around as my thigh made a lunge for the tail of my 
fighting trout and set it frantically racing further down the pool.  
The terrified fish stripped more line from my reel before I had it 
once more under control and finally drew it on to the shingle.

Just above Central a large boulder midstream rose through 
the fast flowing current.  I cast into the pocket behind it and in 
the swirl was instantly rewarded as a large trout took the hook 
and set off down river at a rate of knots.  Stumbling through the 
boulders and cascading water with my rod held high, I caught 
up with him sulking in a pool under the undermined roots of 
an old rimu.  When I finally did manage to draw him ashore he 
proved to be a beautifully conditioned jack fish, all of 6 pounds 
or so.

Another day we explored upstream in the Wairoa’s 
headwaters.  We took it quietly, carefully spotting for fish in 
each of the gentle pools we passed.  

In a large swirling hole we had a chest high wade and 
there floating in the backwater a dead deer slowly revolved.  It 
was long dead, the hair having fallen away leaving a naked 
unhealthy white skin exposed to our view.  Upstream from 
this crossing we left the river to search for a hot water spring 
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marked on our contour map but failed to locate it.  We dawdled 
there over a leisurely lunch of toast and billy tea giving the 
trout time to settle for our homeward journey and then cast our 
path happily back to camp. 

There was the remnants of a coil of number eight wire 
lying beside the camp rubbish hole.  From this I fashioned 
large S hooks.  Three or four of the trout we had landed close 
to Parahaki we split and salted, then suspended them from my 
hooks up the chimney to smoke and dry over the fire.

Our outward journey we took lazily, breaking the hike at 
Totara hut where I landed a large brown fish in great condition 
close to where the two streams joined.  This I kept for the 
evening meal.

In his later years Bob’s trips to the rivers became ever more 
infrequent.  He’d drop in at home and we’d talk fishing but 

he never seemed to be able to find the time to get out on 
the water.  Yet he did manage to fit in an afternoon’s fishing 
one balmy afternoon late in the season before he died.  I 
was camped at my oft-used spot in our motorhome close to 
Redpath’s bridge at Wairata and Bob had arranged to meet up 
with me there for a meal and a cast or two.

There’s a long, dark pool under the bridge quite close 
to my campsite.  For much of the day the deepest side is in 
shadow.  It almost always holds a good fish or two but being 
close to the road and to easy access they are a cunning lot.  
This day was no exception.  Lying idly in a couple of feet of 
water and just off the current, a large rainbow lazed temptingly 
within casting range, his tail flicking occasionally to maintain 
position.  Spotting from the bridge I was able to guide Bob’s 
approach.  A near-perfect cast of a pair of nymphs fell into a 
dead drift upstream of the quarry, provoking a quicker agitated 
flick of the tail culminating in a forward lunge and a slurping 
take.  The fight that ensued was spectacular seen from my 
lofty perch, with all the thrills of an action movie.

As the evening drew in to a close we retired to the 
campervan, Bob with fish in hand and still beaming.  We 
feasted on a chicken salad accompanied by a chilled wine 

from the fridge, a perfect finish to an idyllic autumn afternoon.  
Bob offered his thanks as he left for home.  “One of the best 
outings I’ve had in many a long year,“ he said on departure.  A 
fitting response as it happened, as he was not to see many 
more trout.

Our last expedition took us to the pools at Tahora on the 
Waimana.  There after putting our gear together we left the 
ute and forded the shallow crossing.  I was chattering away to 
my companion as we made off up the flats when I suddenly 
realised he was not with me.  Glancing behind I found him 

Upper Waiau (coutesy Mark Sherburn, FGNZ Eastern)
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stationary several paces behind me, holding his chest and 
puffing for breath. 

“I don’t feel too hot,” he said.
“We’ll go back if you like,” I replied.
“No.  I’d like to have a cast,” was his response and he 

shuffled off to the head of the nearby pool.  I wasn’t at all 
comfortable with the way things were shaping up and had an 
eye on my friend between casts.  As I looked back I found he 
had fallen and was lying in the water.  By the time I reached 
him he had struggled to his feet and made no argument as I 

assisted him across the river to our vehicle.
Back at home Noreen and I managed to persuade Bob 

that a visit to Emergency at the local hospital was imperative.  
He was a patient there for several days until his condition 
stabilised and he was allowed to go home.  Sadly he passed 
away in his sleep a few days later.

A rod and a river is how I remember my friend.

Upper Waiau (coutesy Mark Sherburn, FGNZ Eastern)
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An Angler's Chronicles by JOHN GIACON
CHAPTER 2

"Parlez pas Anglais"
& ALMOST CAUGHT NAPPING

Both stories contributed by Derek Eustace

A Flyfisher's Chronicles & more: john@nzangling.co.nz

When the 11th World Flyfishing Championships 
were hosted by New Zealand in November 1991 
in the Rotorua area, volunteers were sought 

from the NZ angling club fraternity for ‘controller’ duties at 
the championship events.  Every competitor in fly-fishing 
competitions is accompanied by a controller, whose duties 
include checking the competitor’s tackle for compliance with 
the rules and measuring and recording all fish landed.  With 
17 five-angler teams competing a minimum number of 85 
controllers were required and I, along with some 50 or so 
other Auckland Freshwater Anglers Club members, eagerly 
volunteered as controllers.  Readers with good memories may 
recall that this event took place not very many years after the 
infamous bombing and sinking, at an Auckland wharf, of a 
ship belonging to a fairly well-known international anti-nuclear 
protest group. 

At a controllers’ briefing the night before the first 
competition day we were instructed, by Hugh McDowell, about 
our controllers’ duties including checking the competitor’s 
tackle and the correct way to measure a trout in accordance 
with the International Rules which, at that time, differed from 
the NZ Rules in that the measure was taken across the tips of 
the fish’s tail-fork whereas under NZ Regulations, the measure 
was taken to the inner-most part of the tail-fork.  Another of 
Hugh’s tips, to calm the fish on the measuring board and 
reduce it’s wriggling, was to cup a hand over the fish’s eye.  
This really is an effective procedure.  Also stressed was that 
on the 45 minute bus trip to the venues the competitors would 
most likely want to concentrate on their fishing tactics for the 
session.  Unless they initiated conversation, we should allow 
them time to plan their angling strategy for the day and not 
interrupt their thoughts with what to them would be idle chatter.  

The morning of each competition day anglers and 
controllers were assembled at the hotel bus park for the draw 
for venues, beats, controllers & competitors.  On the first 
competition day, Tuesday November 19, the draw proceeded 
with calm efficiency – Flaxy Dam, beat 16U, controller Derek 
Eustace, competitor Said Y, team France.  Immediately 
Said’s team name was called one of my fellow-club-member 
controllers called to me “Hey, Derek, make sure he hasn’t got 
a bomb in his gear!”— a not very subtly disguised reference 
to the Rainbow Warrior affair mentioned in the opening 
paragraph which, as well as a few guffaws this remark drew 
a glowering ‘if-looks-could-kill’ glare from a nattily-attired gent 
standing near him.  We later learnt that the well-dressed gent 
happened to be the Team France manager.

At one stage on the bus journey Said made a brief 3 
or 4 word comment about the pasture and the livestock we 

were passing.  So thinking he wanted to make conversation, 
I politely gave what I thought was a courteous answer to a 
genuine interest.  This prompted a cool “Not speak English,” 
reply so the rest of the journey was made in silent reverie.  

Near the end of the morning session when Said hooked 
a trout and played it to the bank I dutifully stood near to hand 
him the landing net but he said, “You net, you net.”  Of course 
I carefully pointed out to him that he should net it and hand 
it to me, in the net, to measure.  Thus if it was lost-at-the-net 
and could not be measured it was solely his responsibility.  His 
only response to this explanation was a repeated, “You net, 
you net”, so I very carefully netted it and as I placed the still-
hooked fish on the measuring board, Said quickly put his hand 
over its head saying, “Cover fish’s eye, fish not wriggle.”  At the 
same time its tail mysteriously crept another 3cm down the 
tape.  “56 - 56” said he.  “No, 53” I said, as I removed his hand 
and returned the fish’s jaw to the stop-end.  He immediately 
grabbed and twisted its tail so one point of the tail-fork once 
more increased its length by 3cm.  “56 - 56” he claimed.  I 
must point out here that each cm of length scored 100 points.  
After swift and brutal contact between my clipboard and 
his knuckles, and my repeated “53”, “Oui” he agreed with a 
sheepish grin. 

Oh well!  I suppose if you don’t try you don’t succeed 
and no doubt he had tried the same dodge in many previous 
championships and been allowed to get-away-with-it by over-
awed controllers.  Perhaps the old maxim ‘nothing ventured, 
nothing gained’ may have been the French team’s motto as 
they regularly feature high in the World Championships point’s 
scores.  On the homeward bus trip I thought he might perhaps 
relax and enjoy some conversation but once again the curt 
“Not speak English” was the only reply I got. 

The competitors were all accommodated in the hotel but 
we mere controllers were ensconced in several nearby and 
quite comfortable motels where I had a refreshing shower 
before crossing the road to the hotel for a pre-dinner social 
drink or two.  As I entered the bar room three of my fellow-club-
member controllers introduced me to the entire English team, 
including the Manager and Coach.  After a brief exchange of 
pleasantries I progressed to the bar for a well-earned glass 
of ale and engaged in fishing-talk with another fellow-club-
member controller.  Behind me I heard someone speaking 
rather loudly in impeccable English, and as I could see the 
entire English team still in the corner I subtly repositioned 
myself and thus on completing the sly manoeuvre to identify 
the owner of this cultured English voice who should I see?  Of 
course!  Who else?  "Parlez Pas Anglais" Said Y. 
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ALMOST CAUGHT NAPPING
Day three, Thursday November 21, the final competition 
day and my competitor was Harri D of Team Finland, an 
unassuming, quiet, friendly angler and a true gentleman.  
What a difference!  The day was blustery but tolerable during 
the morning session on Flaxy Dam but the afternoon session 
on the Wheao Canal was, putting it politely, absolutely 
miserable.  The Wheao Canal runs generally in an east-west 
line and this day the westerly wind was positively howling 
straight along it, combined with frequent and heavy rain 
squalls.  Any person fishing just for the pleasure of it would 
have packed up and headed for a comfortable afternoon in 
his favourite Club or Bar, but this was the World Flyfishing 
Championships and it would be unthinkable to not fish out a 
session, even though in all probability it would be a ‘blank’.  

Because of the physical nature of the Wheao Canal the 
beats were quite long—something like 100+ metres—and 
Harri’s Beat 16 was one of the longest.  Also, because of the 
physical characteristics of the canal, there was little point 
in first ‘walking-the-beat’ before commencing fishing.  You 
just started at one end and fished through the beat.  Most 
readers will likely know there is a road along each side of the 
canal and this day we were dropped-off on the northern side 
favouring a right-handed angler with the wind behind him.  So 
Harri started at our ‘drop-off point' and fished with the wind 
towards the east.  At the start of Beat 16 there was a high bluff 
beside the road behind which I found reasonable shelter from 
the wind and rain.  So I settled down in my low camp chair 
with my parka hood up, my golf umbrella behind me, and a 
good book.

Harri was determinedly prospecting the water and after 
15-20 minutes had progressed only a few metres down the 
beat.  So I could comfortably stay in my sheltered position 
for quite some time and still be reasonably close to him with 
the landing net.  I became absorbed in my book, confident 
that I would hear if he called for the net.  Suddenly my head 
snapped-back as my book fell from my hands to the wet 
ground and I scanned the nearby canal bank to see what 
progress Harri had made.  Horror-of-horrors!  He was not 
within my immediate vision!  Then I made out a small figure 
near the far end of the beat.  A check on my watch revealed I 
had been sound asleep for something like 1.5 hours!  Bloody 
hell!  Had he caught a fish and needed the net?

I quickly gathered up my paraphernalia and hurried along 
the road to catch up with Harri.  As I approached he came 
up the stony canal bank, exclaiming how impossible the 
conditions and the fishing had been without even a hint of 
a ‘touch’ and how fortunate I had been to find shelter from 
the atrocious wind and rain.  Phew!  Had I been ‘let-off-the-
hook’??  Had I been ‘caught napping’?  Did Harri realise I had 
been asleep for so long?  I did not offer any explanation for 
not following along with him but suspect that even though he 
probably knew of my lapse, Harri was such a gentleman that 
he would not say anything to embarrass me.  

Although there was still a little time left until the end of the 
session Harri was so totally fatigued by the conditions that he 
elected to accept a ‘blank’ and cease fishing.  So we sat with 
our backs to the weather and chatted while waiting for the 
transport back to Rotorua.  How different from Day 1. 

Todd meets his first brown trout 
(Dianne Storey)

The Rangitaiki (Whaeo) Canal is 
located in the middle of Kaingaroa 
Forest, about 70 kilometres south 
east of Rotorua.  It carries water 
from the Rangitaiki River to a 
powerhouse on the nearby Whaeo 
River, which joins the Rangitaiki 
about 10 kilometres further north 
towards Murupara.

Harri's beat would have been 
the last on this side, running from 
roughly where the pines start on 
the top right to the beginning of the 
canal or close to it, roughly where 
they end on the skyline.  The bank 
which caught Derek napping is in 
the bend.

The canal holds a considerable 
trout population.  Although it 
obviously was a different story 
that day, normally there are 
good numbers of highly visible 
brown trout all along the edge of 
the 2-3 kilometre canal on both 
sides, whereas the rainbows sit 
mainly in the deeper water of the 
main channel.  There can be a 
phenomenal brown beetle 'rise' on 
this water in October/November.  
(This photo taken August 2005.)
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TALKING TAUPO
With ANDREW CHRISTMAS

Another Kiwi winter is upon us and already the shortest 
day has passed with a blink of an eye.  Winters seem to 
be getting shorter and shorter with every year and the 

memories of terrible wet, cold, bleak days seem to be a thing 
of the past.  Weather reports seem hard to judge and weather 
patterns change with every sunset, making Jim's life pretty 
hard I'd expect.  We are now half way through winter and yet 
to see a significant flood here in the Central North Island, 
leaving lake levels low and rivers thirsty for some extra flow 
and a good flush through.  Overnight rain and any blip in the 
barometric pressure is still sending a few trout into the rivers 
most nights but in general, we are yet to see those main runs 
into the major rivers. 

Some of the smaller ones, which are famous for early 
running fish, have indeed had some solid groups pass over 
the river mouth but these fish seem to really be moving quick 
due to the river generally being low and clear.  Being on the 
spot and reacting to weather is vital to meet up with these fish.  
The Waitahanui has been okay after a good westerly, as has 
the Hine and the Waimarino.  All these delicate rivers take a 
little experience to know when, how and where.  They can be a 
bit hit and miss, in comparison to the ever-producing Tongariro.  
Please don't get me wrong, though.  Talented anglers with light 
tippet, small flies, a sense of adventure and a lovely cast will 
still catch trout in all rivers mentioned—they just require a little 
more stealth than a lump of split shot and a Glo Bug. 

Looking back at my rough diary of memorable fish outings 
over the past few years, most of my luck and the best runs 
have generally been on the back end of winter when the 
majority of rain sets in around September, October and even 
running into November.  This is a far cry of what record books 
may have told us 50 years ago.  Ten the only time to fish the 
Tongariro was June and July, when all the fish which were 
going to spawn moved into the river.  Obviously a multitude 
of things were different back then before the introduction of 
the power scheme—which in my mind has had a huge effect 
on the productivity of the Tongariro and certainly fish size.  It 
seems most man-made ventures aimed at economic gain 
around the world have had a negative effect on wild fisheries, 
leaving this generation with stories of the good old days from 
our Grandads or books such as Anglers El Dorado.  Life, 
fishing, woman seemed simple back then!!

This past season and especially the past few months in 
all rivers in Taupo it has been disappointing to see a 

massive increase of Black Cormorants.  I think we all know 
what devastating effect these can have on any fishery, not to 
mention all the disease and pollution they create wherever 
they choose to live.  They are no stranger to the world of 
water.  Every client I have had from any country in the world 
knows exactly what they are and what they are capable of 
doing to fish stocks.  Farmers around the world find their dams 
completely empty of fingerlings only days after a stocking 
program, they wont stop at full stomachs but will hunt until 
the last fish is eaten.  Originally a sea bird they have soon 
worked out where the better living is and now seem to inhabit 
most waterways through out mainland NZ. They are smart, 
streamlined, armed with a huge mouth, spear-like beak and 
wonderful eyesight, making them quite the predator for all 
animals living in our ecosystems including native kokopu, 
koura, frogs and of course trout.  They don't just pick on the 
little guys either.  Most trout fishers who have spent a good 

amount of time on the river or lake have a good story or two 
about watching a bird almost chocking while trying to swallow 
a fish easily 2-3 lb in size.  Quite often when the bird feels 
threatened it will make itself throw up leaving its stomach 
contents in the river just so it can get off the water and fly.  

Here in Taupo we have seen an increase in trout caught 
carrying Shagworm, a flesh living parasite passed on and 
carried by Black Cormorants.  Seeing these guys in your 
trout's flesh before eating really turns you off—not to mention 
what it might be doing to the trout's condition or ability to pass 
on good breeding genes.

Cormorants are not lone rangers, they have worked 
out if they team up and sweep any given part of the river—
sometimes in groups up to 6 or 8 birds—they can be much 
more effective in scouring out any trout hiding under banks or 
structure—there are no survivors.  These birds seriously need 
to be taken into account by fishery managers while trying to 

http://www.nzbirds.com/birds/kawau.html
http://rsnz.natlib.govt.nz/volume/rsnz_66/rsnz_66_00_001040.html
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Looking for a good read after a 
long day on the river, or another 
for the Bach?  Tina Shaw's latest 

book The Children's Pond—a 
thriller cunningly constructed 
around both Turangi and trout 

fishing—will definitely fit the bill.   
I read it cover to cover.  Ed.

For more info: www.tinashaw.co.nz
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TALKING TAUPO
work out why fish numbers might be down.  They are a huge 
threat despite what studies may indicate.  Currently protected 
as a native bird of New Zealand, I cannot see much on that 
status changing anytime soon.  The only saving grace is that 
duck shooters identification is not that great at times and I'm 
fairly sure they are mistaken for slow flying mallards during the 
season, slightly reducing numbers in some regions. 

A common question which arises on the bank of the river, in 
emails and always on forums, especially from those who 

don't fish very often, is what flies to use where and when.  I 
have found over the years I really don't need a huge range of 
patterns in the fly box while fishing for spawning trout but do 
pay attention to basic patterns and how much weight is tied 
into them.  It's vital to get flies down to fish level, which will 
generally be on the bottom over winter.  

Streamer patterns are generally compensated by sinking 
lines and short leaders but while nymphing, which most of you 
do, it is important to make those flies get to the right areas 
and look very natural.  I have a few 'go to' patterns which are 
simple to tie and basic.  I like to make sure they are life size 
and tied scruffy, thus giving a lifelike look to them.  

Favourites include Green Caddis, White Caddis, Hare & 
Copper, PT Variants, Quasimodos and a small nondescript 
black and red nymph tied rough—I'm sure it just passes for 
a Caddis at a different stage of life.  I rarely fish larger than a 
size #14 and quite often find size #16 are the best suited on 
the day.  These patterns will catch fish all over NZ in the winter 
and summer; it really is just a matter of finding what lives 
under or on those stones and matching it the best you can 
with size and colour.

Many anglers including myself have a sizable collection of 
Glo Bugs.  These are deadly on some rivers at certain times 
of the spawning season and especially in dirty water on brown 
and rainbow trout.  They are also a 'must have' in most winter 
fisher's fly box and are popular due to cost and ease of tying. 

In saying that they won't generally work all year whereas 
the humble Green Caddis or Hare & Copper will certainly 
take fish every day of the season in most river systems.  I 
recently snagged a stick on the Tongariro and was astounded 
by the number of large caddis larvae attached to it.  Obviously 
I switched straight to a Green Caddis and had some great 
fishing in following hours.  So if you are ever confused on what 
to tie on when fishing a new river or you are struggling on your 
local it might just pay to check under the stones your standing 
on, the secret could be at your feet!

Local anglers are currently having some great river mouth 
fishing, taking advantage of the lake being so low.  While 

it lasts they can safely get to the preferred drop off and 
access that deep water where trout patrol, waiting for the right 
moment to sneak into the river.  There have been some great 
coloured-up jacks in some catch bags, along with some very 
fat hens—which tells me that fish are piling up, waiting for the 
right conditions to enter the river.  Of course a trout can only 
wait to the point when eggs are fully developed then she will 
be forced to run despite, the weather or river conditions.  By 
then they are no longer good table fish, so now's the time to 
target them, especially if the rivers are slow.

Well, I think we have an exciting two months ahead of us 
and the best is certainly still to come.  Grasp the opportunity 
and make sure you're on the water at the right moment!
Tight lines!

Flies: Black Hairy Reaper; Green Caddis; Quasimodo
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Full and half day adventures

www.taupotroutguide.com
E: andrew@taupotroutguide.com 

Mob: 021 116 2752
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Tackle Talk
What's New?

TANIWHA FLY REEL
Does anyone know the history behind this reel?

Hello Peter,

I have one in my collection and went looking for 
it – mystery, couldn’t find it!  Have tipped the place 
upside down and now located it.  Have no record of 
where it came from and am not sure about its original 
manufacture.  It is brass and alloy and has a distinct 
1920’s – 1930’s look about it.  It is identical to the one 
in these photos and in what appears to be the same 
condition.  I have another quite well made alloy fly reel 
somewhere, made by The NZ Sports Manufacturing 
Coy, Karangahape Rd.  Not sure where that is either!  
I believe this was the manufacturing arm of Housby 
Bros that was in operation in the 1930’s.  Perhaps this 
Taniwha reel was made by them as I believe they were 
the only NZ reel manufacturer then?

They also made one only prototype brass big game 
reel with lever drag and screw off end plate, either just 
pre War or possibly shortly after.  It was well ahead of 
its time with respect to design.  I have that in the Kilwell 
collection as well.

Sorry I can’t throw any more light on the Taniwha but one 
thing is for sure, there would be very few in existence.

Regards

Jeremy Wells
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The world's most extensive fishing film festival RISE will 
screen in New Zealand theatres between August 25th and 

September 12th.  
In its 9th year, RISE is on a quest to showcase the 

diverse world of fly fishing, to connect anglers through shared 
experience and to create public awareness of fly fishing's 
new vibrant emergence.  The festival allows the fishing 
community to share their passion for the sport, by attending 
film screenings across the country. 

RISE screens exclusive content from the world’s best 
fly fishing film makers.  Cinema audiences will be gripped 
by stunning footage from New Zealand, Iceland, Argentina, 
Bahamas, USA and Alaska, presented in high definition on the 
big screen. 

Gin-Clear Media's Backcountry – North Island is the 
feature film of the festival.  The backcountry of New Zealand 
holds a special place in the heart of all Kiwis.  “Going bush” 
is a national pastime, and Kiwi fly fishers like nothing better 
than the sun on their backpack, the cold touch of a mountain 
stream and the opportunity to sight fishing to giant trout in 
pristine settings. 

The film follows six flyfishers, from different places and 
different walks of life, as they each explore a treasured corner 
of the North Island.  This land of active volcanoes, rugged 
gorges and dense forests provides an epic backdrop for some 
of the best trout fishing on the planet.  As each story weaves 
into the fabric of the film it becomes evident that, despite their 
differences, the characters are all bound together by their 
passion for the backcountry. 

As fly fishers, spending time in wild places brings us closer 
to the natural world.  In this soulful place, we are catalysed to 
enjoy, learn and protect.  RISE celebrates and shares this spirit 

by bringing each adventure to life on the cinema screen.
For many, RISE Fly Fishing Film Festival has become so 

much more than just going to the cinema.  These annual fish-
fests have become a true celebration of fly fishing, an excuse 
to get together with friends and reminisce about the past 
season, as well as look forward to the season to come. 

Unconfirmed Venues & Dates
Auckland  Monday 25 August

Hamilton  Wednesday 27 August

Rotorua  Thursday 28 August

Taupo    Friday 29 August

Havelock North  Monday 1 September

Palmerston North  Tuesday 2 September

Wellington   Thursday 4 September

Nelson   Sunday 7 September

Christchurch   Wednesday 10 September

Dunedin   Thursday 11 Septemer

The festival is presented by Gin-Clear Media and for more tour 
information, venue and date confirmation visit:-
www.gin-clear.com
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With STEPHAN & BRIGITTE BAUMBERGER

Today, as I write this, it is the 21st of June, the shortest day of the 
year.  So from now on it will slowly but surely get brighter and the 
outlook for fishing will also improve.  In saying that, I am quite 

excited and looking forward to some fishing in the Tongariro in July. 

For now I leave you with a more typical winter dish cooked in a rich 
cream sauce.  Many thanks to my wife Brigitte who once more part-
inspired this dish and, more importantly, greatly assisted me in bringing 
it together.

Happy cooking!

HOOK IT & COOK IT

Trout Silverbeet Parcels 
with Blue Cheese and 
Walnut Cream

4 medium size leaves of silverbeet

1 golden kumara, peeled & cut into about 20 mm 
cubes

1 trout fillet, skinned & boned, cut into 70 mm 
squares

80 gm cottage cheese

Salt 

Pepper

20 gm butter

2 tbsp white onion, chopped

2 stalks (white) silverbeet, diced

20 gm flour

50 ml white wine

200 ml fish stock – alternatively weak chicken stock

200 cream

100 gm blue cheese

50 gm walnuts, roughly chopped

Making a V-cut, remove the white parts of the silverbeet, 
set aside.  Blanch the leaves in boiling salted water, 

remove and drain.  Simmer the diced kumara in the blanching 
water until softened but still a little firm.  Drain and coarsely 
mash the kumara, season with salt and pepper.

Dry the silverbeet leaves on kitchen paper spreading them 
out flat.  Size them to rough squares of about 200 mm.  Place 
a spoonful of cottage cheese in the centre of each square, 
arrange the kumara mash on top of it, and follow with the trout 
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HOOK IT & COOK IT

and a couple of walnut halves.  Fold the four sides in and bring 
them together forming a tight parcel, turn them upside down 
and set aside.

Heat a shallow and preferably wide sauce pan, add 
the butter and onions and cook over a medium heat until 
translucent, add the diced white silverbeet and flour and cook 
for a couple of minutes.  Deglaze with the white wine, add 
the stock and cream.  Stirring vigorously, bring the sauce to 
a light simmer, and cook for 10 minutes, stirring often.  Place 

the parcels into the sauce, cover with a lidand gently cook for 
about 10 minutes or until the parcels are cooked through.  Do 
not move the parcels around as they will break up.  Arrange 
the parcels on to plates.  Quickly stir half of the blue cheese 
into the sauce.  Check for seasoning.  Serve the sauce with 
the parcels.  Sprinkle the remaining cheese on to the sauce 
and garnish with the walnuts.

Makes two portions
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LAKE O – A Stillwater Paradise
By Geir Sogn-Grundvåg
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LAKE O – A Stillwater Paradise
By Geir Sogn-Grundvåg

I must confess that I prefer stillwaters to 
rivers.  Obviously, there are many types of 
rivers and many of them are very appealing, 
such as small beautiful creeks with crystal 
clear water and large trout that can be 
stalked – I like those too – but to me nothing 
beats sight-fishing for large browns cruising 
slowly along lake edges in knee-deep water.  
My fishing mates, however, all prefer rivers 
and some even regard lakes as something 
inferior that will only be fished if all rivers in 
a radius of a full day's drive are flooded and 
unfishable.  But what can be more exciting 
than watching large browns nibble nymphs 
and snails from the bottom, or see them rise 
slowly and gently inhale insects from the 
surface just a couple of metres away? 
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After reading Derek Grzelewski´s enticing article 
”Thoughts from a stillwater convert” (Issue 114, this 
magazine) in 2008, my preference was final and it felt 

safe to come ”out of the closet”.  Les Hill´s book ”Stalking 
Stillwaters” (1997) was – and still is – a great inspiration and 
source of knowledge about New Zealand stillwaters and the 
trout that inhabit them. 

My preference for stillwater developed during my first trips 
to New Zealand and it actually started in rivers, or to be more 
precise, in backwaters.  These are minor lakes found along 
the margins of rivers, especially along those that change 
their course frequently.  As described by Les Hill, backwaters 
all occupy old river courses and they are usually open to 
the parent river so that fish can enter and leave.  After its 
formation a backwater will over time develop weed beds and 
often become very productive and attractive to both insects 
and trout.  In these miniature stillwaters, trout tend to feed 
along fixed routes at slow speed in shallow water.

On my first trip to New Zealand in 2001 I stayed three 
months in Dunedin and so rivers like the Upper Taieri, the 
Mataura and the Waikaia were frequently visited.  These rivers 
have numerous productive backwaters and trout love them.  
But catching them proved difficult.  My main mistake was 
that I could not resist casting at the fish, which almost always 
spooked it – and the spooked fish would then often spook 
any other fish in the same backwater as well.  I gradually 
understood that I had to set up a trap, that is, to study the 
routes and feeding habits of the trout and then wait for it on its 
next beat.  I also learnt that an imitation of a Waterboatman or 
Corixa worked well in backwaters.  Due to the trap strategy it 
was best to use a large dry fly as an indicator (usually a Blue 
Humpy) and let the Corixa hang under it at the depth of the 
cruising fish.  This would prevent the nymph from sinking to 
the bottom and get tangled in weeds or muddy.  When a trout 
came close enough on its beat a small pull to move the Corixa 
would usually attract its attention.  But I also discovered that 
pulling twice – which I would do if unsure the trout had seen 
the nymph after the first pull – often scared the fish.  Later I 
discovered that setting a trap also works well along shallow 
lake edges.

Over the years I have fished a number of lakes – especially in the South Island – but none of them beats Otamangakau.  This 
is not because trout are easy to catch here – on the contrary Lake O is usually difficult – at least the type of fishing I practice 
there, sight fishing for browns along the edges.  I suspect that blind fishing a Damsel Nymph near one of the many weed beds 
in the lake and from a boat is more productive but I like to see the fish before casting.  However the lake can be too high, making 
it difficult to stalk the edges as climbing through an almost impenetrable overgrowth can be a sweaty experience.  And when 
the lake is low and more suitable for edge fishing, the angler must be prepared for mud.  The lake is also very exposed to wind, 
making spotting and casting difficult.  It should also be noted that although about 70-80% of the fish in the lake are rainbows, the 
browns are those that cruise the edges.  They are large and easily spooked.  Combined, these conditions may explain why so 
few people seem to fish the lake edges on foot.  In my 25-30 sessions in Lake O I have hardly seen another angler fishing from 
the shore. 
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The Department of Conservation monitors the two main spawning streams of the lake, Te Whaiau Stream and the Papakai 
Stream, so much is known about the mature rainbows and browns venturing up these streams to spawn.  Their office in 

Turangi kindly supplied me with interesting data regarding the 2013 winter run.  For example, a total of 2,457 rainbows and 1,111 
browns passed through the fish traps in these two streams.  This means that at the end of last season there were at least 3,568 
mature trout in Lake O.  Te Whaiau stream received by far the highest number of fish with a total of 3,251 whereof 74% (2,401) 
were rainbows.  The Papakai stream only received 317 fish, but interestingly, only 15% (48) were rainbows.  This magnificent fish 
Dave Cade (Didymo Dave) is holding above ran Papakai 30 June 2014.  It's a 765mm 5.6kg hen spawning for the fifth time.  Dave 
is working with Peter Wilton who is running the trap for DOC this year and also took the picture.

Figure 1. 
Adjusted total runs 
for rainbow & brown 
trout through Te 
Whaiau trap between 
1994 & 2013.  
Source: DOC.
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Figure 2.  
Average lengths and weights 
of rainbow trout trapped in 
Te Whaiau Stream fish trap 
between 1994 and 2013.  
Source: DOC.

Figure 3  
Average lengths and weights 
of brown trout trapped in 
Te Whaiau Stream fish trap 
between 1994 and 2013.  
Source: DOC.

Figure 4  
Average weight of both 
browns and rainbows trapped 
in the Papakai Stream since 
1996.  
Source: DOC.

Figure 1 shows that the number of browns spawning in Te Whaiau Stream has been relatively stable over the years, at 
least compared to the changes in the number of rainbows, which peaked during 2008-2010 and has been dropping since.  This 
reduction in rainbow numbers is probably a good thing as the condition of the rainbows has shown a declining trend over the last 
few years.  Quite possibly there are too many rainbows compared to the food available. 

The size of the mature fish was much better when fish numbers were low.  Figure 2 shows that the average weight of 
rainbows in Te Whaiau Stream have dropped from just over 3kg in 1995/1996 and 1996/1997 to just below 2kg last season.  
Figure 3 shows that browns in Te Whaiau Stream had a similar negative weight trend.  The trout spawning in the Papakai Stream 
has had a similar drop in average weight, but was still a bit larger last year with browns averaging 2.1kg.
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Otamangakau has always been renown for its large fish 
and some true monsters.  The very impressive runs some 

20 years ago certainly demonstrated the presence of large 
fish.  The 1995 run in Te Whaiau Stream had 36 rainbows 
above trophy size (4.54kg) and more than 100 rainbows over 
4kg.  However, the 1995 run only had 544 rainbows compared 
to 2,457 last season.  Unfortunately, the very large fish seem 
to be fewer these days as none of the fish entering Te Whaiau 
Stream last year were of trophy size.  In fact, only four browns 
in the 2013 Te Whaiau winter run were greater than 3kg with 
none more than 3.5kg.  In the Papakai Stream, there were four 
browns over 3kg and two of these weighed more than 3.5kg, 
including a massive male brown of 7.3kg (16.1 Ibs).

The trend with reduced average size and number of trophy 
fish may, however, change.  In particular, if the number of 
rainbows continues to drop so that competition for food is 
reduced and more becomes available for the remaining fish.  
Anglers can of course contribute to such a change by keeping 
some rainbows for the smoker – that is, if they prefer larger 
(but fewer) fish. 

But I wonder if the size of at least some browns has gone 
up since last years spawning run?  In January I had a great 
session on a calm sunny day with low water conditions and 
found larger browns than I had seen before.  I lost the first two 
fish I encountered; one bent the hook on my Waterboatman 
imitation and the other raced out and deep into a weed 
bed.  These were both good fish not much under 3kg.  After 
spooking a couple more I saw a large tail breaking the surface 
over a weed bed.  Being in the weeds it was impossible to cast 
at, but after a while it slowly swam out in more open terrain 
and I could present my flies a good metre ahead of it.  The 
large brown rose very slowly and sucked in the Green Humpy.  
It was a strong fish, which again raced into a weed bed about 
20 meters out but this time it came loose.  After some give and 
take I could pull it slowly over the weed bed that, separated 
us – but then the Humpy lost its grip.  The fish lay still on top 
of the weed for a short while.  Long enough for me to take a 

good look at it and try to reach it with my net.  The mud was 
deep and I was still sinking when I got the net under it.  But 
the large fish made a small stroke with its tail and disappeared 
in the weeds.  It was a magnificent looking brown with a deep 
golden belly – and easily over the 3kg mark.

After this promising but somewhat disappointing start I 
ventured into some new territory along a very muddy area 
that I had never dared explore before because of – well,the 
mud.  In spite of the mud being knee-deep and sometimes 
felt infinite it soon turned out to be worth the effort and risk.  
I found a shallow area where 6-7 very good browns were 
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cruising inside a large weed bed.  They were all feeding, often 
with tails and backs breaking the flat surface.  And sometimes 
they accelerated to chase prey, making solid waves like small 
submarines.  It was a stillwater dream coming true!  I landed 
two of them on the Corixa, both were well over 3kg and 
extremely fat.  With such an incredible condition – and the food 
supply that indicates – I wonder what the weight of these fish 
will be when they start their winter run?  And if they survive 
the spawning – what would they be next summer?  I certainly 
hope to find out!
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Pick flies and lures that look like the sky when fishing near the surface . . .

Before & After
TOMORROW'S STARS with TODD STOREY
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All flies look different.  Some are colourful, some 
are boring, but what I'm about to tell you will blow 
your mind.  The Red Setter is a very common fly 

and just last week my dad, the maker of this magazine, 
tied two that look like the one on the left below.  The 
other is the fly that I use.  It is a Red Setter too and I've 
been using it for the past 3 months.  This Red Setter 
looks like it was attacked by a shark 100 times.  My dad 
and I love to go fishing.  So far my odd-looking Red 
Setter has fooled so many fish it is falling apart, but dad 
has not caught one on his Rats, fishing at the back of 
the canoe.  Dad says not to change it until the fish stop 
hitting it, or I lose it.

I use a black and maroon 6/7, 2.44m Kilwell Pack Fly 
rod, an Okuma disc drag reel with lots of backing and a 
250 grain Scientific Anglers Streamer Express sink tip 
line that starts black up top (where all the weight is) and 
then there's a whitish floating running line.  Dad made 
me up a fluorocarbon leader with an eight pound tippet 
and, of course, on the end is my #6 Red Setter.

I wait until the mountain looks red then head out onto 
a reef, where the fish chase smelt.  I start by getting all 
the black part of the line in the water and then I just sit 
and wait until a fish hits.  

We usually stay out there until all the other fisherman 
have given up or the fish stop hitting.  Sometimes it all 
just happens like that and sometimes, nothing happens.  
Most times we get one.  My best is 4 fish in 15 minutes.

My personal life is playing rugby and getting dirty. 
When I hit a fish the fish pulls real hard and trying to 
reel it in is harder than trying to control the fish.  I think 
fishing is fun and I enjoy going out with my Dad every 
chance I get.

I'd really like to chat with other younger readers, 
so if you have any comments, questions, reports 
or suggestions twit my on my Twiter account or our 
Facebook page below.

@todd8765
TODD@NZ TROUT FISHER
(https://www.facebook.com/pages/NZ-Trout-Fisher-Mag
azine/218276814895117?ref=hl)

http://www.kilwell.co.nz/products/category/TPDKJCNO%20flyline-sinking-tip/MWTE250WF
https://twitter.com/@todd8765
https://www.facebook.com/pages/NZ-Trout-Fisher-Magazine/218276814895117?sk=messages_inbox&action=read&tid=mid.1404496396147%3A0604e7e2baa2b03034
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Fishing For Votes
by Tony Orman

September 20 may well be the most crucial election ever 
in terms of outdoor sports and fishing.  Huh?  Who 
cares about politics?  Well, a lot don’t care going by the 

last election in 2011.  About a million voters did not vote.  It was 
the lowest voter turnout in 120 years!

And look at the Fish and Game elections in 2012.  
Several councils did not have enough nominations to fill 
the 12 councillor chairs in each region.  Others had just 12 
nominations so there were no elections necessary.

So who gives a stuff about politics?  Don’t worry a few do.
You see a good friend of mine was the late John 

Henderson.  He was “a political animal” as the saying goes, 
having fought for the ”Save Manapouri” campaign in the 1970s.  
While he was better known as a deerstalker and president of 
the NZ Deerstalkers’ Association he was also a very skilled 
and avid fly fisher.  Indeed, he taught me on the Wairarapa’s 
Makuri and Makakahi Rivers how to catch browns on a dry fly.

John just loved getting up in the rivers of the Tararua 
Ranges where with his “one dry fly” – the English-conceived 
Mole Fly – he would stalk and cast to big, hefty browns that 
could go into double figures.  He fished the Otaki, Waiohine 
and a few others like the Ruamahunga and Waingawa Rivers.

John would rather have been there instead of doing battle 
with politicians and bureaucrats.  Instead he unselfishly spent 
years and years and thousands and thousands of his personal 
funds going to battle on behalf of the public estate, public 
assets like National Parks and the right to just go trout fishing 
any time, any place, as long as you asked permission.  That is, 
having paid your licence fee first.

Politicians did and still do see it differently.  In battling 
politically-originated threats you have to roll the sleeves up, 
take the gloves off if needed and punch it out with politicians 
and governments.  A brilliant orator John was feared in debate 
so much so that the late Duncan McIntyre, an advocate for 
trout farming, would not debate with “JBH” as his friends knew 
him as.

John’s motivation was born of a couple of basic beliefs.  
One was that ”politics and the environment are just cause and 
effect”.  In other words, you cannot dodge politics because the 
decisions that result in threats to free access to trout rivers or 
clean rivers or other attributes, have their birth in politics within 
a government or government departments.

The other was a belief in the egalitarian society that New 
Zealand is founded of and embraces the things like trout 
fishing.  “Our forbears came to New Zealand to rid themselves 
of a feudal system that arbitrarily assigned the wildlife resource 
to a handful of wealthy nobility—that wealth shall not be the 
factor determining who shall hunt or fish.”

He did not want the system where for $50 a day or a fee 
ten times that you could only fish a 200 metre stretch of a 
trout river.  He wanted the vision of the early European settlers 
for a truly egalitarian society—equal opportunity for all and 
the equal right of the young boy, lowly wage worker or chief 
executive to go and fish the Ruakituri, Mataura or any number 
of rivers for no cost except the annual trout fishing licence fee.

And he wanted polluters punished and clean, clear rivers 
to fish, swim or bathe in.  “JBH” would be saddened to know 
today, 61 percent of our rivers are unsafe for swimming.  He 
would be angry at government plans to weaken the Resource 
Management Act and dilute controls on polluters.  He would 

be angry at the lax controls of foreigners buying high country 
stations and erecting locked gates.  At government allowing 
overseas oil companies to prospect public forest parks for oil.  
He’d be angry at a lot of trends.

And unlike the apathetic, disinterested trout fishers who did 
not vote last Fish and Game elections, he would have stood up 
and fought against ugly threatening policies and trends.

JBH had scant respect for politicians because of bitter 
experience.  He said in a public address of “nonsense and 
insults from some very arrogant government ministers of the 
Crown and their backbench MPs—glaring cases of deceit by 
cabinet ministers” and so on.

Sound familiar?

Today there’s the Council of Outdoor Recreation 
Associations (CORANZ) which has drawn up a charter of 

key priority issues.  Of interest to trout fishers are:-
Government must value outdoor recreation as a legitimate 
right of all New Zealanders , clean rivers and lakes, no 
indiscriminate toxins.
An efficient biosecurity system to prevent undesirable imports 
entering NZ.
A meaningful, mandatory and scientifically valid National 
Environmental and Recreational Standard for Water and 
reversing the current degradation of freshwater.
Then there’s full legal recognition sporting freshwater fish 
such as trout, salmon and perch as valued recreational assets, 
recognition of freshwater (and saltwater) fish—as publicly 
owned with full, equal and proper public access to them.  
The principles of Section 23, Wildlife Act, that no purchase or 
selling of rights to recreation be allowed, shall apply to all and 
be clearly written into all relevant law.
Damming or diversions through private canals of river systems 
for hydro or storage be avoided.
Impose stricter controls on foreign ownership of New Zealand 
land, maintenance, enhancement and development of public 
access rights to public lands. 
Recognise the Treaty of Waitangi was about bringing two 
cultures together into one integrated society.

There’s even a call to establish a population policy for New 
Zealand—people put demands on land, water, fishery and 
other resources.

And how about an index for national prosperity, Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) based on solely economic indicators, 
be replaced by a Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) based on 
three values—social, environmental and economic to thus fully 
measure the quality of life?

All pretty good stuff.  But hold on, a lot of that in principle, 
was what my friend John Henderson was on about in the 
1970s.

Come September 20, election day, do go and vote.  You 
must.  Vote carefully and remember under MMP, the 

crucial vote is the party vote.

NZFFA 12 Point Manifesto: 
(http://www.nzfishingclubs.co.nz/news/news_upload/
documents_agendas_2edb.NZFFA%20Political%)

http://www.coranz.org.nz/
http://www.nzfishingclubs.co.nz/news/news_upload/documents_agendas_2edb.NZFFA%20Political%
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Tony Orman hooked into a winter Pelorus brown.  Just for an annual licence fee we 
can fish anywhere—priceless! 

John Henderson in later years fishing the Marlborough Sounds
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When Less is MORE

T
he first flush of my schoolboy excitement was 
beginning to wear off.  My father had let me row 
the boat for a while and that cheered me up a bit, 
but the fish were not taking the fly.  Dad said that 
they were “Coming short” and I was amazed when 

he tore the wings from one of his flies.  Then he burned its 
hackle down to stumps with his cigarette!  I was even more 
amazed when he promptly started to take several fish with that 
mutilated fly.  He explained that he had been offering them 
more than they were looking for.  What had convinced them 
was something less...

It’s a commonplace experience too that many flies catch 
better after being used for some time, isn’t it?  The more the 
trout chew on a fly the better it seems to attract!

Of course this is because the fly has lost some of its bulk 
and become something that more closely resembles the 
natural than a fly which perhaps started out a bit overdressed.  
This hasn’t been lost on anglers around the world and, from 
early times, very sparse dressing of flies became the norm 
in regions of continental Europe, the northern counties 
of England and in Scotland’s River Clyde catchment of 
Lanarkshire.

BEHIND THE TYING VICE with RUSSELL McKENDRY
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Nothing stays the same for long, though, and fly tying 
has continued to develop all around the world, particularly 
with the advent of a wonderful range of synthetic materials 
including beads, mylar, acrylic dubbing, coloured wire, 
ultraviolet treatments and much besides.  The trend seems to 
have been towards the use of attracting elements as well as 
matching ones and this has been wonderfully successful.  I 
love using these materials because they offer so many tying 
opportunities – and they work.  But, of course, even they don’t 
work all the time.  Sometimes last season I had nothing in my 
box that would do the trick for me, despite my offerings having 
been taken in the same place, even on the day before...

Now, in my closed-season musings, I’ve been thinking 
about times when fish were taking something at the surface 
but I couldn’t see what it was.  If I couldn’t see the insect but I 
could make out my emerger or nymph imitation, wasn’t it too 
big or maybe too heavily dressed? 
So, after casting my mind back to the sparse wee flies I used 
as a lad in Scotland – the ‘Clyde Style Flies’ – I’ve taken from 
the shelf an old book of that very name.

Published in 1971, “Clyde Stye Flies and Their Dressings” 
was ‘ghost written’ by my father’s brother, Bill, for John Reid.  
Bill had a fishing tackle shop in Glasgow and for many years 
was supplied by John Reid with Clyde style flies, which we 
all valued highly.  John had spent a lifetime keeping the old 
patterns alive and Bill pressed him to write a book.  In short, 
they ended by writing it together.  It is now long out of print but 
I hope you will be interested in some of what I take from it...

Here are the colour plates from the book:
As you can see, fly patterns for the Clyde had developed 

towards the extremes of sparse dressing and drabness of 
colour.  Apparently this was in response to the smallness of 
prey species and the selectivity of trout.  Blae is the blue-grey 
colour found on the feathers of many gamebirds and is a good 
match for many of the mayflies, caddis and other aquatic 
insects, so ‘Blae’ comes up in many of the Clyde dressings, 
along with ‘Dun’. 

These flies have been pared down to the bare essentials:

• Often they are only a body, with legs.  That simple. 
• The colours are muted.
• Dressings are smaller than usual.
• Above all, they are sparse.

BEHIND THE TYING VICE with RUSSELL McKENDRY
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All of those details may seem really quite obvious yet, 
when I look in my fly boxes, I can find few flies that are 
SIMPLE, MUTED, SMALL AND SPARSE...

So, in preparation for the season to come, I’m taking a trip 
back to that earlier style.

Many of the patterns are so simple that they have no 
names, only descriptions, such as these, left to us by one Jocky 
Summers of Stonehouse, Lanarkshire:-
1. Yellow body, black hackle, waterhen wing. 
2.  Gold body, cockie bundie hackle, hen blackie wing. 
3.  Yellow silk body, cockie bundie hackle, hen blackie wing. 
4.  Yellow body, scot’s grey hackle, partridge tail feather for wing.
 5.  Yellow silk body, dark olive hackle, young stukkie wing. 
6.  Yellow silk body, black hackle, barred teal for wing. 
7. Gold body, black hackle, young stukkie wing. 
8. Black silk body, black hackle, grey mallard wing. 
9. Yellow body, partridge hackle, wren tail wing. 
10. Orange silk body, natural dark red hackle, hen blackie wing. 
11. Yellow body, black hackle, blue feltie wing. 
12. Gold body, cockie bundie hackle, greenwells glory wing.
13. Light dubbed hare body, young stukkie wing. 
14. Orange body, red hackle, woodcock wing.

‘Stukkie’ means Starling and, no doubt you can work out 
the rest.  Some Starling feathers make a good substitute for the 
game birds these flies are traditionally tied from.  

I have started on my new team of Clyde flies with the 
‘Snipe and Purple’ for the sentimental reason that I could still 
find in my collection of materials a reel of ‘Pearsall’s Silk’ that 
the old pattern calls for.  This is a size 14 hook of the straight-
shanked style.  The thread is taken to the half-way point and 
brought back to this position.  The body is even shorter in some 
patterns...

When Less is MORE

Here the point of the scissors picks out a 
Starling covert feather.  This is a reasonable 
substitute for Snipe or Woodcock...
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Using small hackle pliers, the tip is 
picked out and the fibres are stroked 
back to expose the tie-in point.  The 
hackle is tied in so that the natural curve 
of the fibres rakes to the back...

This one is tied almost two sizes smaller than the 
hook, but I like the size 14 for its good hooking and 
holding qualities.  Of course very short shank hooks are 
available but the tradition calls for standard length – and 
it works.  The body can be dressed to a position just 
opposite the point and two or even three turns of hackle 
can be used to give a good impression of the Iron Blue 
emerger for early in the season.  The old folk never used 
more turns than that, though. 

After all, more can also be LESS!
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This is a story of a river system comprising three 
interlinked rivers, covering a period of approximately 
sixty three years.  The Okana, Okuti and Takiritawai 

Rivers drain the valleys of Little River on Banks Peninsula.  
I have been involved with these rivers since I was a small 
boy, when I was taken trout fishing in them in 1948.  I kept 
returning to fish them for sixty three years and became very 
actively involved with their well being from 1983 up until 2003.

My reason for writing this story is to try and stimulate 
interest from all those who use a river and the potential of its 
catchment, to deliver a multitude of benefits to the community 
in the local vicinity.  These three rivers are too valuable an 
asset of fish and wildlife to let become neglected and run-
down, as have many of the lowland waters of Canterbury.  
They are also an essential drainage system for the area, in 
times of rainfall and extraordinary weather events.

In 1983 my then wife and I purchased the Little River Store 
and became country storekeepers.  An expected advantage of 
this life was to spend time trout and perch fishing in the local 
rivers and on the first free evening after settling into the store 
I happily wandered down to the Okana River, with my fly rod 
over my shoulder, to explore the middle reaches.

What a shock!  Apart from a couple of short runs the river 
was overgrown with willows and as a consequence of this 
there was almost no flow.  There were also extensive weed 
beds and the water had a murky look.  

It had been some time since I had fished this part of the 
river system but could not understand how it had become so 
overgrown.  I had never seen it in this state before.

In the somewhat naïve belief that councils have an interest 
in the well being of their local rivers, I went to see the County 
Clerk of the Wairewa County Council the next day, to find out 
why the river was so overgrown.  Little did I realise that this 
was to be the first shot in a battle that was to continue for the 
next twelve years.  I later learned that just prior to my enquiry 
county staff used to float down the rivers in a dinghy, cutting 
back all the overhanging willows.  Wairewa County Council 
stopped this as a cost cutting measure.  

The clerk was totally disinterested in my concerns about 
the willow overgrowth and suggested I fished in nearby Lake 
Forsyth if I needed more casting space.  He said there was 
nothing stopping me from trimming the willows back if I 
wanted to, however, provided the relevant landowners didn’t 
object.  So I press-ganged my stepsons and a couple of 
friends into helping me trim back willows from around some 
of the better fishing positions in the river.  This improved the 
flow and made fly casting a lot easier.  Within a short space of 
time the water quality and fishing was so much improved, that 
with the help of family members and friends I was able to keep 
the willows trimmed back for the next five years.  Apart from a 
few places the Okuti River was not as badly affected by willow 
overgrowth at this time.

During that five year period the Waiwera County Council 
was absorbed into a new Banks Peninsula District Council 
(BPDC).  There was now a longer chain of command to get 
anything done in the environment.

One of the major difficulties with the rivers at Little River 
was that they all ran into the land-locked Lake Forsyth.  
This lake is only opened to the sea when it has reached 
a statutory level set by Government or Regional Council.  
During prolonged droughts the lake would become so putrid 

that life for the nearby residents of Birdlings Flat was quite 
uncomfortable.  During the 80's Canterbury suffered periods 
of prolonged drought.  Algal blooms became noticeable in the 
Okuti River and trout started dying in increasing numbers.  

It was about this time we sold the store and purchased a 
rundown farm in Okuti Valley, to develop into a Holiday Park 

and Bird Sanctuary.  One of the main attractions was that the 
Okuti River bisected the lower section of the property.  The 
trout that were dying in the Okuti River seemed to have flesh 
peeling from them, like they had been badly sunburnt.  Closer 
inspection revealed that water temperatures were high and the 
water was quite smelly and almost stagnant in places.

I alerted the Acclimatisation Society (now Fish and Game 
North Canterbury) as to what was happening and asked them 
if it would be possible to salvage the affected fish.  They didn’t 
seem very interested so I decided to salvage as many as I 
could myself, with the help of a couple of mates.  We obtained 
the loan of a large clean stainless steel tank that we filled 
with cleaner water from further upstream and commenced 
netting any affected fish then transferring them to pools higher 
up the Okuti River.  We managed to salvage 180 trout with 
the loss of 8.   As a result of this action I had a visit from the 
Chairman of the Fish Committee, who told me that if we did 

A Tale of THREE RIVERS
By PAT ROBSON MNZM
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not stop salvaging trout my Honorary Ranger's Warrant would 
be cancelled and we would probably face prosecution.  I found 
this attitude astonishing.  When the Selwyn River started 
drying up rangers could not get out there quick enough to 
salvage and transfer trout to other locations.  The Selwyn River 
had always been the darling of successive society councils.

Sadly all we could do then was to recover the dead fish 
to avoid further polluting the rivers.  I must admit that I sulked 
about what I saw was unfair heavy-handed treatment and 
concentrated my efforts on developing the holiday park and 
bird sanctuary for the next twelve months ‘

During this time we carried out erosion control work in 
the Okuti River where it ran through the sanctuary and while 
doing this work, created a vehicle ford to access the upper 
part of the sanctuary.  At the same time we created three small 
weirs in the river to increase spawning habitat.  The annual 
spawning run up the Okuti River is a magnificent spectacle 
and during my time at the sanctuary I did everything possible 
to make things easier for the trout.  We also encouraged 
schools and families to come and see the trout at this time, as 
we felt it was a magnificent sight and very educational.

Shortly after this I noticed that the willows were once again 
blocking both the Okana and Okuti waterways.  My previous 

press-ganged volunteers were no longer available to trim 
willows, so I asked for rangers to assist me, as I felt the job 
was too much for one man.  They duly responded with a work 
party made up of Honorary and Stipendary Rangers, armed 
with pruning saws, chainsaws, four wheel drive vehicles and a 
dinghy.  This group made quite an impression on those parts 
of the river they were able to cover in one day.  The resulting 
water quality and easier access made the effort worthwhile.  
Another work party one year later produced the same result.  

One very disappointing factor of the whole excise was that, 
despite advertisements and media coverage for help from 
the trout fishing fraternity, not one angler turned up.  It soon 
became obvious the job of keeping these rivers clear was too 
large for volunteer groups who could only give a day or two.

At that time Task Force Green funding became available to 
charitable organisations for community or environmental 

work.  We were using TFG workers at Birdlands Sanctuary and 
in 1993 I was able to get further funding to employ two workers 
to cut back willows in the Okuti River.  Birdlands Sanctuary 
Trust topped up the workers' pay to the going labourer's rate 
and provided accommodation for them at the sanctuary.

With the help of a Senior Regional Council Engineer we 
were able to co-ordinate with a Conservation Corp Group from 

A Tale of THREE RIVERS
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Banks Peninsula, who were going to cut back and remove 
willows from the riverbed of the upper reaches of the Okana 
River at the same time.  It took several weeks to clear both 
rivers of overhanging branches, fallen and rotten willows 
that posed a threat to the flow of water.  The difference in the 
flow and appearance of these rivers was used as a further 
argument with the regional and local councils, that the rivers 
should be maintained in this condition.  We would not have 
been able to carry out this work if both councils had not finally 
agreed that the willows were impeding the flow of the river 
to such an extent, it posed a flood threat to the surrounding 
countryside and the township of Little River.

At a public meeting in Little River in 1993 it was decided 
that landowners, who owned land adjacent to these rivers, 

would have two years to demonstrate they could keep willow 
growth under control.  If this was not done council would then 
consider establishing a rating district to fund the maintenance 
of willows each year.  A committee of local residents and other 
interested parties was formed to ensure that landowners were 
maintaining their river frontages as agreed.

Through the Birdlands Sanctuary Trust, I obtained more 
TFG funding to employ a river keeper for the Okuti River, with 
the sanctuary providing accommodation and all the equipment 
required for that job.  Despite advertising, media reporting 
and high unemployment at the time, there were no applicants.  
This was a great disappointment as I felt having a river keeper 
on the Okuti and Okana rivers would set a precedent that 
other communities with nearby rivers could follow.  I was busy 
developing a holiday park and bird sanctuary at the time or I 
would have taken the job myself and loved it.

Some landowners over the next two years made an 
excellent job of their river frontages, while others did nothing 
or made token gestures.  One very wealthy landowner, in 
a fit of pique over being told to clean up his river frontages, 
employed an excavator to rip out every willow on effected 
paddocks.  This was of no benefit to anyone, including his 
livestock, who now had nowhere to shelter.

Apart from the upper reaches of the Okana and the 
Okuti Rivers, the only areas still affected by willows were 
those adjacent to the highway and a back road, that were 
the responsibility of BPDC.  In 1994 they called tenders for 
both areas to have overhanging willows cut back, willows 
threatening to fall into the river and in the riverbed removed.

Under the auspices of the Birdlands Sanctuary Trust I 
put in a tender to carry out this work that was accepted.  As 
there was monetary reward we could not use Task Force 
Green workers for the job.  The equipment used to carry out 
the whole project was a dinghy, chainsaw, pruning saws, axe, 
length of stout rope, double pulley block and a Landrover, for 
towing out heavy boughs.  Everything else was done by hand.  

For the initial contract we used three Birdlands Sanctuary 
Staff members, myself, and voluntary help from the Sanctuary 
manager and her two teenage children.  This took about 
six weeks as there were some quite large willow trees to be 
removed.  We carted all the timber removed to a handy section 
for cutting into firewood and selling at an obliging Service 
Station in Christchurch, to recover some of the operating cost.

In 1999 BPDC called another public meeting of residents 
and landowners with river frontage, to discuss imposing a 
rating district, if all those with river frontages did not comply 
with council requirements.  This caused quite a lot of ill will, 
with one farmer dobbing me in for constructing two small 
jetties on my river frontage without council approval.  These 
were part of a project to bring children from Christchurch, to 
learn how to behave in boats and a river environment.  We 
even purchased two new dinghies and two electric motors 
from Australia to use in the project.  We secured, through the 
BPDC, Hillary Commission funding to support the project, 
which we declined when the local Community Board member 

rubbished the project and funded it ourselves.  Canterbury 
Regional Council inspected the jetties and passed them, 
giving me a smack on the wrist for not applying for a permit.

Birdlands Sanctuary Trust secured the contract for 
maintaining willows along the river.  BPDC accepted 
responsibility for this work many times, the last occasion 
in 2003.  Although the work was at times wet, cold and 
dangerous we only had one bad injury to those working on the 
project and that happened while cutting willow branches into 
firewood.  We had some great times during these contracts, 
but best of all was the immense satisfaction in seeing the 
river in pristine condition after each contract.  There was no 
significant flooding in Little River, despite extensive rain.

The Okuti and Okana Rivers meet at what is known 
among the fishing fraternity as 'The Junction', from where 
many a trophy trout has been taken on anything from a worm 
to a dry fly.  These rivers then form the Takiritawai River that 
is relatively clear of willows, until the last stretch before Lake 
Forsyth becomes badly infested on both banks.

The last time I saw these rivers was November 2011, they 
were badly choked with willows with only a few river frontages 
kept clear of excessive willow growth.  I believe since then 
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some work has been done of the Okuti and Okana rivers to 
clear some affected areas.  The sanctuary is now a campsite.

Since then in 2011 Little River experienced its worst 
flooding in 43 years, with water knee deep in commercial 
properties along the highway.  In 2012 Little River experienced 
similar flooding but not quite as severe.  In early 2014 after 
torrential rain, Little River was again flooded to an even a 
greater extent than in 2011.

In closing would like to pay tribute here to the three Birdlands 
staff who worked on the river projects, Bill White, Bryan 

Davidson and Warren Burrows; although all over sixty, their 
life skills and adaptability were invaluable.  Glenys Harris, 
Sanctuary Manager at that time, gave her time voluntarily and 
at times oversaw the river projects.  Her two children, Melanie 
and Brett, also gave invaluable assistance when able.

Sadly there was little or no support from the local 
community on any of the river projects.  Landowners resented 
my pushing to keep the rivers clear.  Both the Birdlands 
Sanctuary and myself suffered from this backlash.

No criticism of Fish and Game North Canterbury, North 
Canterbury Regional Council nor Banks Peninsula District 
Council is intended.  All these bodies do what they can with 

the resources they have, but sometimes they need a nudge in 
the right direction to get things done.

In the years before we started I saw quite extensive 
flooding of pastures and the highway through Little River.  In 
those years the river was clear of most obstructions, there 
was very little or no flooding.  In the ten years since the rivers 
have become increasingly clogged.  I believe there is a group 
in Little River doing native plantings along sections of the 
river.  This is positive, so long as it is done in conjunction with 
trimming back willows and keeping the rivers clear.

The Okana, Okuti and Takiritawai Rivers are a natural 
delight when kept in good order.  The birdlife along the rivers 
and in the lake is soothing to the ear and eye, the yearly trout 
spawning run is awesome and educational for those who take 
the trouble to see it.

I firmly believe that if the Little River community ever wakes 
up to the asset they have running through their midst, they 
could emerge from the shadow of their neighbour, Akaroa, and 
become a destination in their own right.

In 2001 Pat Robson was made a Member of the New Zealand 
Order of Merit for services to community and environment.
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Waiau Ramblings
From Mark & Christine Wallace

Thinking back through the years and into the files of my 
warmest fishing memories, the happy days spent on the 
river with family, friends and fishing rod are truly golden.  

So it is for many Kiwis that these grassroots pastimes are 
the foundation for building strong bonds, rewarding lifestyles 
and the chance to break away from the rigours of everyday 
life.  New Zealand's pristine wilderness rivers and spectacular 
mountainscapes set a grand scene for some of the world's 
best outdoor adventures and our precious waterways are 
surely one of our greatest assets. 

These waterways are an asset best shared.  For a parent, 
there is nothing more satisfying than introducing the next 
generation to the magic of trout fishing.  Watching the pure 
excitement in a child's eyes when the lure gets snatched is 
unforgettable, as is that beaming smile when the all important 
first fish is landed.  It really is the simple things in life that bring 
the most pleasure, moments that remain etched in memory.  
For our family these experiences will always be the backbone 
of a rewarding, rich life and our passion for fishing is such 
that we have made it our business and our lifestyle.  Making 
a life for ourselves in Fiordland, we are privileged to live at 
the gateway to adventure and the Waiau River is our sacred 
playground.  We will never forget the first time we took our 4 
year old son, Zane, out with his first spin setup. 

Rounding the first bend in the river, we cut him loose and 
he let fly his first spinner.  After a few warm-up attempts he 

got the feel for flicking the lure, and the proud look on his face 
when he had mastered the manoeuvre was magical.  The little 
mite had a pretty reasonable cast on him and as fishing-mad 
parents it was hard not to feel a tinge of pride—the boy was a 
natural!  He was also prone to 'crying wolf', so moments later 
when he claimed to have fish on, we frankly didn't buy it.  But 
much to our surprise, this was no ruse and Zane was into his 
first trout having barely set foot on the river.  After a gallant 
battle the fight was finally won and at Zane's feet was his first 
trout—a four pound rainbow and he had done it all by himself.  
Now that's the kind of smile I'm talking about!

For our eldest son, Morgan, finding a sport that took his 
fancy did not happen overnight.  Young Kiwis always feel that 
underlying pressure to excel on the sports field but for Morgan, 
it was on the ever-unfolding stretches of the Waiau that he 
really found his place in the world.  He took to fishing with the 
predictable passion found in all lovers of the sport and his 
pursuit of that elusive ten pounder is well underway! 

The satisfaction we get from introducing kids to fishing is 
such that we have become the naming rights sponsor for the 
local kids fishing competition, held on Labour Weekend each 
year.  The 'Fish Jet Take a Kid Fishing Experience' is a real 
thrill for us and something we look forward to annually.  We 
help release trout into two local ponds, all the kids get a free 
rod and away they go.  There are some great prizes up for 
grabs, including 2 half days on the river with Fish Jet.  It's hard 
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to say whether it's us or the kids who get the most pleasure 
out of the competition!  Needless to say, the Playstations and 
iPads just don't stack up—computer games aren't the stuff of 
lasting memories.

Good times on the river are not exclusively fishing 
orientated and of equal enjoyment are the wonderful 

times shared with close friends and family, soaking up the 
warm days of summer.  The pleasant aroma of the sizzling 
BBQ and the uplifting sensation of swimming in cool, clean 
water is hard to beat.  Pulling the boat up on a picturesque 
spot beside the river, unloading the chilly bin and kicking 
back, the pressures in life just fade away.  Everything comes 
into perspective and the life we lead begins to make perfect 
sense—trials and tribulations included. 

And there is adults only time too.  When my wife and I want 
to spend a little romantic time together, we jet away into our 
own secret paradise and, if only for a moment, leave behind 
the demands of our busy lives.  Needless to say, the rods 
come along too and together we drift fish our way downstream, 
enjoying catching up and the special ambience that is found 
exclusively in these wild, natural places.  But the tranquillity 
cannot last forever and the excitement of fishing soon takes 
over, culminating in the seemingly unavoidable, all-out 
competition.  Romance aside, we reckon fishing pride is highly 
important and there is nothing quite like coming out on top, 
regardless of who the competition may be!

When it comes to fishing, perhaps the only bone of 
contention between my wife Christine and I was the time 
I went out and bought the fly rod of my dreams.  You may 
be wondering how a bloke could get permission for such a 
purchase, and Christine would quickly tell you that there’s 
a bit of an issue there.  As fate would have it, my lovely wife 
was actually in labour at the time, and a small window of 
opportunity opened up for an acquisition of this nature.  It’s 
not actually as bad as it sounds—Christine has since forgiven 
me, and our kids are growing up to be as mad about fishing as 
their Dad.  These days, our youngest trainee guides get fairly 
grumpy when the boat gets towed away without them.  

When it comes to what I do, working as a professional 
fishing guide on the Waiau is a dream come true.  In fact, 
calling it 'work' would at times be a bit of a stretch!  Good 
times with good people sums up just one element of sharing 
the Waiau with clients from all over the world.  Many of our 
guests are skilled flyfishers and revel in the opportunity to 
have a crack at some world class wilderness fishing action.  
And, time after time, that's just what they get; along with a 
healthy dose of Kiwi hospitality.  There is no shortage of tall 
but true fishing tales around our dinner table, that's for sure!  
Then there are the families and younger guests.  It's a pretty 
rewarding job when we can help to facilitate these adventures 
and show beginners and family groups a whole new world of 
good times in the great outdoors.
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For us, the Waiau River is a sacred place and the venue for 
so many of our good times.  It is a scenic wonderland that 

reveals itself in spectacular moods, and the sheer scale of the 
landscape here is humbling.  Most of our fishing adventures 
unfold in the upper reaches of river where access is more 
difficult, resulting in lower fishing pressure and trout that are 
not too fussy.  Our boat breezes us up the fast flowing waters 
and into the hottest bite spots on the river.  And there are 
plenty of very hot bite spots on the upper Waiau.  It's fair to 
say the Waiau has more than one claim to fame—not only 
Southland's largest river; these waters are home to one of the 
most thrilling evening rises in the country.  The mayfly hatches 
here occur in truly plague proportions and the population of 
rainbows and browns is thriving. 

We get a lot of pleasure from drift fishing the beaches, 
islands and ripples from the boat as well as getting wet and 
intimately fishing the numerous hot spots on foot along the 
river.  Fishing on the move has its challenges and this adds 
a certain appeal, not to mention the fact that without a boat, 
many top fishing spots here are unapproachable as they are 
too deep to wade.  Casting out into ripples from the boat, 
things can happen fast, calling for sound technique and sharp 
accuracy.  Stripping line back quickly before it catches up with 
the boat can be a bit frantic at times!  Accurate lure placement 
is a matter of good balance and correct timing and it can take 
a bit of work to get it right.  All too often we are obliged to give 
vigorous chase downstream—a good trout here is referred to 
as 'a marlin on the line' and the local fish are renowned for 
being in superb physical condition.

As we have mentioned and many readers will already 
know, the mayfly hatches here are incredible.  When conditions 
are right, the mayfly nymphs ascend from the riverbed en 
mass to hatch at the water’s surface.  On the Waiau River, 
conditions must be better than right because the insect 
populations are truly staggering.  Many evenings the mayflies 
begin their final journey and as they rise from the bottom, 
silhouetted against the sky, they are attacked with awesome 
ferocity.  The evening rise here rivals that of the popular 
Mataura River and the ensuing spectacle is unforgettable.  The 
water comes to life with snapping jaws, clapping and cutting 
at the surface and the fish charge into the shallows after 
them, often exposing the top half of their bodies.  Standing in 
ankle-deep water, the feeding frenzy is such that the fish are 
quite unconcerned by close human presence.  Watching on in 
absolute amazement, the excitement levels hit maximum and it 
can take a moment before you remember to grab your rod!

Young and old alike can get a piece of the action and this 
phenomenon on the Waiau is one of our favourite experiences 
to share with others.  We reckon it doesn't get much better, and 
the many keen anglers who have had the privilege of working 
these waters will definitely agree.  

This year we are particularly excited at the prospect of 
the forecasted beech mast that's shaping up to be a ripper.  
A seed fall of the expected magnitude will guarantee us a 
rampant multiplication of rodents, and these opportunistic 
Waiau fish are pretty partial to a big feed of mice.  DOC 
may not be so excited due to the obvious impact on birds 
and other wildlife, but we're looking on the bright side and 
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the rods will be coming out in a big way.  With such surplus 
volumes of nutritious beech seeds, it's said that the average 
mouse reproduction rate of 70 offspring per female rises 
dramatically.  With this many hungry little suckers competing 
for food and space, it's no wonder so many mice exhibit their 
strong swimming ability and become top notch trout tucker 
while crossing the rivers and streams.  The few fish that we do 
keep that are caught during 'mousey season' invariably reveal 
a stomach packed with multiple, protein-rich rodents.  It's 
perfectly conceivable for a six pounder to make eight or more 
in just a few months.  Now that's got to be some news to get 
you thinking!

All this said, be sure to assess your calendar very carefully 
for the year ahead and whichever river or lake you call home, 
go ahead and make some plans to get out there and flick 
your fly around or cast a spinner.  Whether fishing represents 
for you an opportunity for solace or spending time in good 
company, take some time out for the things that really matter.  
Line up your mates, your missus or grab your family and get 
out there because these are the days you won't forget.  And 
if you know any keen young-uns who might want to give it a 
crack, why not take a kid fishing and share in the magic of that 
quintessential first catch.  If you are wondering where your 
next trip should take you, there is plenty of space down here 
on the Waiau.  This season, bigger, fatter and faster fish await; 
not to mention a few golden memories to boot. www.distinctivefishing.co.nz

mark@distinctivefishing.co.nz
0800 3474 538
021 197 4555

www.fishjet.co.nz              mark@fishjet.co.nz
0800 3474 538              021 197 4555
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TROUT-BOOKS.COM
New Zealand trout fishing books and DVD's

Gore, Southland, New Zealand.  Phone 03 208 4352; web: www.trout-books.com
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Light Drizzle, 
Misty Hills
By GARRETT EVANS

The dogs go out briefly at dawn but are back in almost at 
once, preferring to lie on their blanket in front of the fire.

Most of the misty wooded hills seen from the windows 
are above the Taieri.  Here the river is more a stream and the trout 
season opens in a matter of days.  There are blossoms across 
the way and the plum trees are already in leaf.  I look forward to 
wading along in the stream again, catching plump trout with the 
little 6’ 3” Hardy.

Until then, the few things I’ll use for this are set out here on 
the big wooden table: rod, reel, flybox, small swiss knife-scissors 
combination, a little bottle of Mucilin and a bit of extra tippet 
material.

It’s nice to look forward to it.  One moves along such streams 
lulled and half overwhelmed by their shimmering movement and 
murmuring.  One listens there to half-heard conversations.  It’s 
hardly surprising the ancients once peopled such streams with 
gods and immortals.

Meantime I’m reading ‘Thousand Cranes’ by the Nobel 
Prize winning author of some years ago, Kawabata.  The book’s 
preoccupation with nature and precise detail is impressive:-

The shadow of young leaves fell on the paper panelled door.  
One noted a soft reflection from the shoulders and the long 
sleeves of the kimono (in a pattern known as a thousand cranes) 
and saw a thousand cranes, small and white, start up in flight 
around her.

• Picture hooks
• Earthquake wax
• TV and shelf restraints
• Furniture brackets
• Cupboard latches
• Water cylinder strapping

Buy online or find your local stockist at 
www.shakesafe.co.nz

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yasunari_Kawabata
http://www.shakesafe.co.nz



